SOMOS ARTE
WE ARE ART
JULY 02-10, 2021
ABOVYAN, ARMENIA
5 PARTICIPANTS +1 LEADER

What is the project about?
The aim of our project is to make the youngsters be actively involved in looking out of their window
(comfort zone) and check what is happening around them and show it to the others by using
inclusive art. This project can create a flexible, creative process which will ensure equal access to the
arts for all marginalized groups, including people with disability, mental health, problems at the
families, social and psychological problems, etc.
Nowadays we can see the lack of self-esteem and active participation among youngsters. A lot of
youngsters are even afraid to talk, to express, to communicate. They are talented, but they are afraid
to talk about the issues they see and do not have support for making a change.
Inclusive arts incorporates a range of different creative practices including theatre, dance, comedy,
visual arts, writing, music, media arts, land art.
Inclusive practice provides the foundations for a fulfilling life, through its capacity to support selfexpression, well-being, community connection and social cohesion. Participation in inclusive arts
programs contribute to individuals’ skill development, which in turn can lead to confidence building,
increased self-esteem as well as economic participation, such as employment, active citizenship.
Through this project we want to create platform for youngsters to talk about the problems they see
in their community and try to reach this to the community through inclusive art, as well as here they
can develop a lot of skills, such as self expression, communication skills, will develop their cultural
awareness, how they can talk through art and make their problems visible to the public. As many
people are aware about these problems, as easier is to find ways of solution. We want to make active
citizenship as a lifestyle.

Key activities ?

-Ice-Breakers And Activities To Get To Know Each Other
-Team-Building And Trust-Building Activities
-City Games
-Cultural Workshops
-Intercultural Learning Activities
-Exploring Problems And Generating Ideas
-Evaluations
-Evening Activities And Free Time
-Erasmus+ Informational Workshops
-Final Event
-Study Visits
-Tours

COUNTRIES?

ARMENIA
SPAIN
ROMANIA
MALTA
MONTENEGRO
BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

0EUR
820EUR
275EUR
360EUR
360EUR
360EUR

Future In Our Hands (FIOH) Youth NGO
Pokhara
Active Development Association (ADA)
Terra Di Mezzo (TDM) 2000 Malta
Football Club (FC) Breznica

Bosnian Representative Association for
Valuable Opportunities(BRAVO)

PARTNERS?

COSTS?

WHO?

After being accepted all the participants
and leaders should fill in the link below by
20.06.2021.
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1awRpi6EYGrn1J5_
HHG_qnX7vuP69vUl_hJmt7uOXXeQ/edit#gid=0

Age limit: 18 – 25 y/o (important: gender balance)
Good command of English
Little experience in art (music, dance, photo)
Active and positive
Proactive mindset
Ability to attend the whole project
Contribute to the multiplying effect
Tasks for leaders
Participating in dissemination activities
Responsible for the group to be on time and ready
Responsible for bringing participants safe
Responsible for the paperwork
Responsible for homeworks
Responsible for the dissemination
Responsible for daily evaluations and team meetings
Be a linking tie between participants and organizers

WHERE?

Abovyan is a town and urban municipal community in Armenia within the Kotayk Province. It is located 16
kilometres (10 miles) northeast of Yerevan. It is considered a satellite city of the Armenian capital. Therefore,
Abovyan is generally known as the "northern gate of Yerevan".

Yerevan is the capital and largest city of Armenia as well as one of the world's oldest continuously inhabited cities. Situated along
the Hrazdan River, Yerevan is the administrative, cultural, and industrial center of the country. It has been the capital since 1918,
the fourteenth in the history of Armenia. The capital has 1,107,800 inhabitants. It covers 223 square kilometers.

Abovyan
02-10 july

YEREVAN
07 july

ABOVYAN
The accommodation, 3 times meals and coffee breaks are 100% covered by
Erasmus+ program regulations between 02th of july 2021 (check in after
14:00) and 10th of july 2021 (check out before 12:00).
In Abovyan participants will be hosted in Hin Parvana hotel. The rooms will
be shared between 2-3 participants. Some of the rooms have twin beds,
others double beds. The rooms have individual bathrooms, also towels will
be provided.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner with 2 coffee breaks will be provided. Please
note, that it is another culture, so try to adopt and except the challenge. It is
very important to tell us (filling the link) if you have any allergies or if is there
something that you do not eat, if you are vegetarian or vegan, have a diet,
etc.
If any participant wants to stay longer in Armenia, this is possible up to 2
days before and 2 days after the mobility. Still, all costs related to the extra
days (for food, accommodation, trips, local transportation or other type of
costs which were not made for the project) must be covered by the
participant himself/herself.

STR.HATIS 6

There is wifi at the venues, thus we cannot be responsible for the speed. All
the participants should understand clearly, that they are here for the
exchange and not for the virtual life. For solving the problem to contact
families and extreme situations we will provide with the cards (6 GB) team
leaders, who can share the hot spot afterwards.

TRANSPORT?

You should arrive to the venue before 19:00. The arranged bus will pick you
up at the Republic Square next to the drinking fountains (latest 18:00 is
possible) :D (enjoy the free fresh water until we meet you).
Please note that we do not have public transportation connections to that
town, so the only way to get there will stay a taxi (around 10EUR).
From Georgia/Gyumri is possible to arrive directly to the venue.
PLEASE pay attention to the chekin time and
do not come later than 19:00 since we have a night agenda prepared for you.

Reimbursement: Travel expenses will be reimbursed
up to the reimbursement limit after
the project by wire transfer to the organisation or a
group leader (upon providing boarding passes and
receipts) and also after sending the proves of
dissemination activites by 31.08.2021.

Participants will sign at the end of their mobility a
participant statement and the participants’ list. A
participant aborting the mobility earlier will cover all the
costs himself/herself and no reimbursement will be
realized. Also, at the end of the mobility, each participant
must fill in the individual report, on Mobility tool website in
maximum 7 days after the mobility ends, according to
Erasmus+ rules.

Do not exchange lots of
money at the airport.
The rate is low there.

The flight should be either to Yerevan-Armenia
(Zvartnots international airport ) or Tbilisi-Georgia
(Novo Alexeyvka
international airport), depending on the flight costs.
You can also check flights to Gyumri (Shirak airport).
Tickets should be purchased by 25.06.2021 after
confirming them with us.
The driving distance from Yerevan to Abovyan is 20 km.
The driving distance from Tbilisi to Tsaghkadzor is 300 km.
The driving distance from Gyumri is 150 km.
In case you arrive to Yerevan there is a shuttle bus
from the airport to Republic Square every hour
(the price per person is 300AMD/0.60EUR). From
the Republic Square an arranged bus will take you
to the venue and the price will be divided between
the participants (around 5 EUR one way).
In case you arrive to Tbilisi or Gyumri we will arrange
transportation depending on the number of
participants flying to Tbilisi/Gyumri to arrive directly to
the venue. The price per person one way is around
12000AMD/25EUR.
During the project we will have trips to Yerevan and Sevan,
which will be from organisational costs.
Also you are allowed to stay in Armenia 2 days before or after
the project, which costs are not covered by the project.

Before you hop on a plane/bus/camel/private
jet/submarine/Santa's sleigh check the
following possibilites.

Do not take airport taxis. For
Armenia you can download GG
application instead and order
one or we will help you.

COVID19
Upon arrival all participants need to have a
Covid19 negative test (PCR) to be able to enter
the country, either to pass it here and wait
until the results will be ready.
Please note, that this is not covered by the
project as while applying no one even heard
about it. Thus, if you will have budget left from
your travels, we will try to include it.
The PCR test costs around 25Eur (15000AMD)
in Armenia.

INTERCULT URA L
NIGHT

Each country will have maximum 8 mins
for presenting the country.
Please avoid presentations and long videos.
National food and drinks are warmly
welcomed.
Be sure to bring also your national flags.

IN SURANCE
Be sure that you do have your health
insurance for the period of the project for
the emergency needs.
Take your personal medicines, thus we will
have First Aid Kit and some general
medicines in case someone ask for it.

CO VI D19

ART WO RK SHOPS

VI SI BIL ITY

With test for antibodies you cannot enter
Armenia. You can leave Armenia freely, but
check the regulations of the country you are
entering.
If you have 1 vaccination, then you need a test,
if you have 2 then you can enter without
anything if 14 days has passed after it, by
bringing your certificate(where all your data is
mentioned, data about vaccination is present,
stamped and sealed by the doctor).

Each country should have at least one
participant who will lead one of the art
workshops. Please be sure to fill in the link
before 25.06.2021.

Each group should be sure to guarantee
the visibility of the project through the
social media and official web page of the
organisation, before, during and after the
project.

...SKSAT

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1C
G1jXDOv8dMw35_l69wHg2oTR6PlnfzBbPy4Z3ltXE/edit#gid=0
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TASKS!

HOW IS THE WEATHER?
WHAT TO BRING?

STEP 1

STE P 2

STEP 3

-passport
-authorization for under-aged pax
(discussed in advance)
-tickets, boarding passes, invoices
-insurance
-Covid19 negative test/Vaccination
certificate

-comfortable clothes
(temperature 20C-35C)
-own hygiene accessories
-swimming suites
-indoor shoes
-sunglasses and caps

-national food and drinks, dresses
-flags
-1 laptop per group
-cameras and phones

Smile and good mood :)

AGENDA?
02.07

03.07

PLEASE NOTE: It could be slightly changed
throughout the organisational process.

04.07

inclusive art
intro &
teambuilding workshops

arrival
day

city game

meeting

intercultural
night

inclusive art
workshops

intercultural
night

05.07

trip to Sevan

land art
workshop

reflection
groups

06.07

video/dance/
music
workshops

video/dance/
music
workshops

optional
evening

08.07

09.07

study visit in
Yerevan

graffiti wall

evaluation
day

exploring
Yerevan

mini
Vardavar

evaluation
day

07.07

free evening
in Yerevan

present

farewell
night

10.07

departure
day

TIGRANUHI ALEKSANYAN
Director of FIOH

MEET THE TEAM

IRI NA MAK ARYAN
Project Manager of FIOH

FLO RA GEVORGY AN
Youth Worker of FIOH

